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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel traffic monitoring
framework, namely, DeepMonitor, for SDN-based IoT networks
to provide fine-grained traffic analysis capability for different
IoT traffic types at the network edges. Specifically, we first
develop an intelligent flow rule match-field control system, called
DeepMonitor agent, for SDN-based IoT edge nodes, taking dif-
ferent granularity-level requirements and their maximum flow-
table capacity into consideration. We then formulate the control
optimization problem for each edge node employing the Markov
decision process (MDP). Next, we develop a double deep Q-
network (DDQN) algorithm to quickly achieve the optimal flow
rule match-field policy. Moreover, we propose a federated DDQN-
based traffic monitoring mechanism to significantly improve the
learning performance of the edge nodes. The results obtained
through extensive emulations show that by applying the Deep-
Monitor, the flow-table overflow problem at the edge nodes can
be completely bypassed. The average number of match-fields in a
flow rule achieved by DeepMonitor is increased by approximately
37% (for medium and diverse granularity-level requirements)
and 41.9% (for high granularity-level requirement) compared to
that of an existing solution, i.e., FlowStat. Finally, by adopting
DeepMonitor, the DDoS attack detection performance of an
intrusion detection system can be enhanced by up to 22.83%
compared with that of FlowStat.

Index Terms—Traffic Monitoring, Internet of Things, Markov
Decision Process, Software-Defined Networking, Deep Reinforce-
ment Learning, Federated Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging technology that
aims to connect billions of smart devices in a heterogeneous
fashion worldwide [2]. As a result, the IoT is expected to
lead to the interconnection of ubiquitous terminal devices in
numerous emerging applications [3], e.g., home automation,
health care, smart cities, and the automotive industry. However,
the nature of such open large-scale communication introduces
new security vulnerabilities [4] that have recently attracted
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users with criminal intentions, e.g., cyberattacks on IoT de-
vices increased by 300% in 2019 according to [5]. In many
cases, attackers do not directly target the IoT devices but
leverage them to attack other victims, e.g., a Mirai botnet [6]
utilized malware-infected IoT devices to launch a distributed
denial-of-service attack to a remote website. As a result, IoT
device insecurity has become a top concern and top driver
of cyberattack traffic on the Internet in 2019 [7]. Therefore,
due to IoT systems’ heterogeneity and scalability [4], which
expose a wide-range attack surface, IoT security issues [8],
e.g., authentication, encryption, access control, network, and
application security, should be taken into consideration.

A. Motivations

According to [4], [8], cyberattack detection is considered
one of the most challenging tasks to effectively defend against
IoT cybercrimes due to the difficulties in extracting and
analyzing digital information in IoT networks [9], especially at
the network edges, which are close to IoT devices [10]. In par-
ticular, heterogeneous and large-scale IoT systems have many
different types of IoT terminals, e.g., sensors, monitors and
alarms, which simultaneously generate various kinds of traffic
to the network edge nodes, constituting a highly dynamic
traffic load into IoT networks. In addition, conventional intru-
sion detection systems (IDS) for IoT networks, i.e., signature-
based and anomaly-based IDSs, are ineffective because of
IoT devices’ heterogeneous nature [11]. Consequently, it has
become challenging to collect traffic information from IoT
networks and then extract and analyze the gathered data [4],
[8]. Therefore, it is crucial to acquire a traffic measurement
mechanism that can dynamically provide a fine-grained traffic
analysis capability to assist security applications in effectively
detecting anomalies in IoT networks.

Recently, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has been
introduced as a breakthrough technology in Telco industries
with outstanding advantages with respect to dynamics and
flexibility in network control and management [12]. SDN in-
troduces a new networking design and management approach
that separates the control and data planes. Specifically, the
SDN controller has a global view over the network and makes
decisions while the SDN switches handle data forwarding.
Alternatively, communication between two planes is accom-
plished via southbound interfaces, e.g., the OpenFlow [13]
protocol. The OpenFlow protocol enables an SDN switch to
efficiently perform data forwarding using flow-tables, where
flow rules are dynamically added/removed/modified by control
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messages from the SDN control plane. Notably, a flow rule is
defined as a stream of packets having the same matching crite-
ria in their match-fields, e.g., MAC addresses and IP addresses,
and a flow rule is constructed by a combination of counters,
match-fields1, and instructions [13] (as illustrated in Fig. 1).
By adopting the SDN architecture, a wide range of network
control and management tasks, e.g., network monitoring [14],
have been achieved.

According to [15], the integration of SDN with IoT systems
has enabled new features and abilities to fulfill the require-
ments of IoT in an efficient, scalable, seamless, and cost-
effective manner, which conventional network technologies
fail to achieve. In particular, SDN integration is considered
at four IoT networking aspects, i.e., edge, access, core, and
data center. First, the limitations in IoT data aggregation, flow
monitoring, and admission control can be solved appropriately
for SDN-based edge networking. Next, the requirements at
the access networking in information access, wireless access
networking, and rule-caching are effectively fulfilled with the
adoption of SDN. For core networking, the SDN improves the
security of networks, the performance of packet classification
and routing. Moreover, the SDN can dynamically perform
traffic engineering tasks and online resource sharing for virtual
machines at data centers where cloud-based IoT applications
operate. Finally, the SDN is considered a prominent solution
for resolving latency-related issues, e.g., congestion control
in smart factories [16], quality of experience control for 3D
video streaming [17], and multichannel reassignment tasks in
IoT networks [18].

One of the essential purposes of integrating SDN into IoT
networks is to collect traffic flow information [11], [15], e.g.,
flow rule statistics that can be used for security analysis
[14], from the data plane devices. For instance, the authors
in [19] developed an adaptive statistics collection algorithm,
namely, PayLess, that renders detailed traffic information at
runtime without requiring substantial control overhead by
controlling the number of flow rule statistic messages between
the control plane and the data plane. In [20], a flow rule
assignment mechanism, namely, FlowStat, was introduced to
select a specific SDN switch in the data plane to install an
exact-match flow rule (which contains all possible match-
fields) to obtain detailed statistics for a particular flow rule.
Meanwhile, flow rules at switches that are not chosen carry
only the source and destination IP address in the match-
fields to circumvent the overflow problem, thereby enabling
higher data plane forwarding performance while still providing
accurate flow rule information. In OpenMeasure [21], the
authors introduced an efficient flow rule measurement solution
in SDN that performs adaptive measurements by applying an
online learning algorithm and is constrained by the available
ternary content addressable memory (TCAM). Moreover, the
authors proposed two lightweight heuristic algorithms for flow
rule assignments to increase flow measurement accuracy. As a
result, the switches’ flow rules are dynamically updated, and
the most informative flows are measured at runtime.

1A flow rule can contain a large number of match-fields (e.g., more than
40 fields [13]), which are determined by the control plane.

Moreover, with the aim of achieving significant network
control performance by utilizing the advantages of SDN in
IoT networks, several SDN-based traffic flow aggregation2

solutions [23]–[25] were proposed to efficiently control traf-
fic flows for different traffic engineering tasks in the data
plane. For example, considering the QoS provision ability,
the authors in [23] introduced an admission control scheme
with flow aggregation in SDN-based networks. Specifically,
network calculus is utilized to optimize the admission control
process by selecting individual flows that are then merged
into a single aggregate flow. The amount of bandwidth and
buffer at an the SDN switch is dynamically determined by
a proposed analytical technique to meet traffic flow QoS
requirements. The obtained results show that the proposed
approach enhances bandwidth and buffer utilization in the
SDN switches. Similarly, a scheme, called FlowMan [24] was
proposed to ensure high QoS metrics, i.e., high throughput
and low delay, in heterogeneous flow management in an SDN-
based IoT environment using a generalized Nash bargaining
game theory. Precisely, the first part of the FlowMan scheme
is to select the optimal incoming flow rate using the bisection
approach and then to aggregate these flows, while the second
part performs the optimal mappings of traffic flows to the
appropriate switches. FlowMan can effectively reduce network
delay and increase network throughput in the presence of het-
erogeneous flows. In addition, Mauboubi et al. [25] proposed
an intelligent SDN-based traffic (de)aggregation solution that
divides the TCAM of a switch into two parts. The first part
optimally aggregates incoming flows, and the second part
deaggregates important flows into more informative flows. As
a result, this approach minimizes the overhead of analyzing
obtained per-flow statistics at the control plane.

The aforementioned studies focus on either methods [19]–
[21] to install and measure informative flows, e.g., exact-
match flow rules that contain all possible match-fields, or
flow aggregation techniques [23]–[25] to reduce the number
of flow rules by using fewer match-fields in a flow rule.
However, the existing approaches [19]–[21], [23]–[25] are
ineffective to implement in heterogeneous and large-scale
IoT networks due to highly dynamic traffic behavior. For
example, by aggregating individual flows into a few flows,
the network visibility is significantly decreased, making the
control plane unable to track and monitor network traffic flows
for security or forensic analysis. Furthermore, the TCAM of
an SDN switch can quickly reach its limit when placing many
exact-match flow rules in flow-tables at a time, leading to
a flow-table overflow problem that degrades the forwarding
performance of the switch [22]. Thus, a dynamic solution
that can simultaneously provide significant traffic analysis
capability while avoiding the overflow problem’s flow-tables
in SDN-based IoT networks is urgently needed.

Recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) techniques
[26], [27] have emerged as a highly effective tool to address
many dynamic optimization problems in the areas of commu-
nications and networking [28], e.g., jamming attack defense

2Flow aggregation is to merge individual flows into one flow by first
removing all related flows and then installing a new flow with a general
match-field formation [22] for all removed flows.
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in wireless networks [29], radio frequency energy harvesting
optimization [30], dynamic routing in SDN-based IoT net-
works [31], efficient Deep Transfer Learning [32], and risk
assessment for private sensor IoT devices [33]. In the context
of SDN-based network traffic control, the study that is most
closely related to this paper is our recent work [34]. In [34],
we proposed an approach that utilizes a supervised learning
algorithm to anticipate the flow-table overflow problem. Then,
relying on the predicted overflow result, a DRL algorithm
makes decisions to maximize the average number of match-
fields in a flow rule in the SDN data plane. However, one
of the main drawbacks of this solution is that the supervised
algorithm is more likely to make incorrect predictions in a
heterogeneous and dynamic traffic environment. Moreover, the
supervised algorithm is not updated to adapt its prediction
performance to the current network traffic behavior at runtime.
As a result, the DRL algorithm has difficulty performing the
correct policies based on inaccurate inputs, leading to a very
slow convergence in the learning process. In this paper, the
DRL technique controls the match-fields in flow rules with
the flow-table overflow issue as one of the main constraints.
If the flow-tables of an SDN switch reach the flow rule limit,
then the switch buffer quickly becomes full. Afterward, all
incoming packets are directly forwarded to the control plane
[13], making the SDN controller become a bottleneck and
possibly suspended, e.g., saturation attack targeting the SDN
control plane [35]. To address this issue, in this work, we
propose to severely punish the DRL-based control agent in
its reinforcement learning process whenever the flow-tables of
the switch reach the maximum flow rule capacity, allowing
the learning algorithm to proactively avoid the flow-table
overflow. More importantly, in this work, we consider the issue
of collaborative machine learning of complex models among
distributed agents, which was not discussed and addressed
in [34]. Then, we propose a federated deep reinforcement
learning algorithm to improve participating agents’ learning
performance in a decentralized manner.

B. Our Proposal and Contributions

In this paper, we propose a novel traffic monitoring frame-
work, namely DeepMonitor, developed from the federated
deep reinforcement learning approach to maximize the traffic
flow statistic details (or the traffic granularity degree here-
after) for different traffic groups (e.g., sensors, monitors and
alarms) at the edge layer of an SDN-based IoT network. In
particular, we first develop a flow rule match-field control
system, called a DeepMonitor agent, at each SDN-based IoT
edge node constrained by its maximum flow-table capacity
and granularity level requirements of traffic types. To address
the dynamics of the flow rule match-field control system, we
develop a Markov decision process (MDP) framework. This
framework enables the DeepMonitor agent to make decisions
in a real-time manner based on its current status, i.e., the
traffic granularity degree of all traffic groups derived from the
edge device. Then, we develop a deep reinforcement learning
algorithm, i.e., DDQN, that enables the DeepMonitor agent to
quickly reach the optimal policy without demanding further

information from the environment in advance. Concerning
the IoT system’s heterogeneity and scalability, there is a
tremendous amount of traffic data generated from various IoT
devices; hence, each DeepMonitor agent at an edge node may
not be able to learn all information. Furthermore, sensitive data
can be endangered, e.g., industrial deployments, if the data
set is shared among DDQN agents. Additionally, significant
effort is required to transfer shared data sets for training
among agents considering communication costs. Therefore,
we develop a highly effective federated deep reinforcement
learning technique to improve the learning performance of
the DDQN algorithm at DeepMonitor agents, which can
significantly reduce the training time and quickly achieve the
optimal policy for the whole system.

As a proof-of-concept, we evaluate the DeepMonitor frame-
work in an SDN emulation environment, and the results
show that the proposed framework can achieve remarkable
improvements in terms of not only providing a fine-grained
monitoring capability for all IoT traffic groups but also pro-
tecting edge devices from the overflow problem. In particular,
the average number of match-fields in a flow rule is increased3

by approximately 37% (for medium and diverse required
traffic granularity settings) and by 41.9% (for high required
traffic granularity setting) compared to that of the FlowStat
solution [20]. This improvement significantly outperforms
that of the typical flow matching strategy of ONOS (Open
Network Operating System) [36]. Moreover, the federated
DDQN solution can reduce the learning loss by up to 66%
and improve the learning rate by up to 40% compared to
those of the centralized mechanism. Finally, we evaluate the
monitoring capability of the DeepMonitor framework when
a DDoS attack occurs in the network. The emulation results
obtained by employing the federated DDQN algorithm show
that the DeepMonitor framework can effectively support the
intrusion detection system to improve the attack detection
performance by 22.83% compared to that of FlowStat.

The major contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:

• To maximize the traffic granularity degree for all IoT
traffic groups while protecting the SDN-based IoT edge
nodes from the flow-table overflow problem, we develop
a flow rule match-field control system for each edge node
and then formulate its objective function utilizing the
MDP model.

• To quickly obtain the optimal policy of the considered
MDP system without requiring information about traffic
behavior of IoT devices in advance, we develop a DDQN-
based flow rule match-field control algorithm. The pro-
posed algorithm can learn the match-field determination
process by interacting with the flow-tables of SDN-
based edge devices, thereby maximizing the average long-
term traffic granularity degree of all traffic groups and
providing the maximum traffic granularity degree.

• To improve the learning performance of the DDQN
algorithm at DeepMonitor agents, we propose a federated

3Note that the more match-fields a flow rule contains, the more specific
information that flow rule can provide [34].
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Fig. 1. Typical packet forwarding logic in an SDN-based IoT network.

deep reinforcement learning-based IoT traffic monitoring
mechanism to reduce the DDQN training time while
quickly obtaining the optimal policy.

• Finally, extensive experiments are conducted to demon-
strate the efficiency and capability of the DeepMonitor
framework compared to other solutions in a ubiquitous
IoT environment. The obtained results show that by
applying the optimal flow rule match-field control policy,
the traffic granularity degree is significantly enhanced
while completely avoiding the flow-table overflow, lead-
ing to a remarkable DDoS attack detection performance.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
DeepMonitor framework and describes the flow rule match-
field control system at the edges in detail. Then, Section
III formulates the control optimization problem, and Section
IV-B introduces the DDQN algorithm. Next, Section V pro-
vides details about the proposed federated deep reinforcement
learning-based solution. Finally, a performance evaluation is
presented in Section VI, and conclusions are outlined in
Section VII.

II. DEEPMONITOR FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first study how IoT traffic is delivered
with the synthesis of SDN; then, the main attributes of the
DeepMonitor framework are discussed in detail.

A. Typical SDN Packet Forwarding Process

As exhibited in Fig. 1, the typical packet forwarding process
at an SDN-based IoT edge device can be briefly explained as
follows:
• Step 1: An incoming packet arrives at the SDN-based IoT

edge device.
• Step 2: The matched flow rule search process in flow-

tables is accomplished by comparing the packet header
information4 to match-fields in every flow rule. If the
header information is matched to all match-fields of a

4The header of a packet regularly includes information, e.g., MAC, IP
addresses and TCP/UDP port numbers.

flow rule, then a matched flow rule has been found5, and
the process proceeds to Step 5.

• Step 3: If there is no matched flow rule, a table-miss
event occurs for the arrived packet, and the edge forms
a packet in message and sends the message to its corre-
sponding SDN controller for further supervision.

• Step 4: The SDN controller performs its traffic forwarding
schemes and installs a new flow rule into the edge with
a suitable selection of match-fields and instructions.

• Step 5: The incoming packet is supervised by Instructions
in the matched flow rule, e.g., forward the packet to a
specific edge port or drop the packet.

In summary, in a flow rule, the match-field determination is
critical to the SDN packet forwarding and flow rule matching
at the edge devices. Precisely, the packet forwarding can be
performed only through a course of actions, either (1)(2)(5)
or (1)(2)(drop) or (1)(2)(3)(4)(5), as presented in Fig. 1. For
example, an incoming packet that does not match any flow
rules in the flow-tables of an SDN switch and follows all five
steps results in an extra delay in the packet forwarding between
users/clients. Therefore, flow rule match-field control problems
should be carefully considered [20], [37]. In addition, the
traffic granularity or the traffic flow statistic details collected
by the control plane [38] are principally determined by the
total number of match-fields that a flow rule contains at the
edge device, and the more match-fields a flow rule contains,
the more detailed flow information or the higher degree of
traffic granularity it provides [34]. Therefore, to adjust the
traffic granularity degree, the determination of the match-
fields in a flow rule should be properly controlled. In other
words, a flow rule match-field control system should be
implemented to achieve a dynamic traffic granularity level and
to obtain efficient traffic monitoring capability in SDN-based
IoT networks.

B. DeepMonitor Framework

As stated in [39], SDN can be deployed at different network-
ing levels, i.e., edge (or access), core, and cloud networks,
thereby covering IoT traffic control and management from
devices up to cloud services. Therefore, we propose a traffic
monitoring framework, namely, DeepMonitor, consisting of
four main components, i.e., SDN-based IoT edge nodes,
DeepMonitor agents, SDN controllers, and an aggregation
server, that are located in different levels of SDN-based IoT
infrastructures, as shown in Fig. 2. In particular, DeepMonitor
agents are integrated with the SDN-based IoT edges that are
connected to the SDN control plane via southbound interfaces.
By means of this approach, the SDN controllers can implement
traffic control and management policies at the edge nodes. In
our approach, to perform a change of the flow rule match-
field strategy at an edge node, the integrated DeepMonitor
agent sends a request to the associated SDN controller, and a
control message is then sent to the edge node to implement the
policy at its flow-tables. In addition, for the federated learning

5For ease of comprehension, we study this simple matching strategy in this
paper; more complex matching methods can be found in [13], e.g., multiple
flow-tables searching.
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Fig. 2. DeepMonitor framework in SDN-based IoT networks.

Fig. 3. Overall workflow of the DeepMonitor framework.

process, the data exchange between DeepMonitor agents and
the aggregation server is transmitted over the SDN-based core
network. Notably, the federated learning data exchange is
handled as normal traffic forwarding in the SDN-based core
and cloud networks, e.g., IoT devices send and receive data
from their cloud-based applications.

With respect to the operation of the DeepMonitor frame-
work, as shown in Fig. 3, there are two separate processes:

• Flow rule match-field control at the edge: This process
is performed at an SDN-based IoT edge supervised by
a DeepMonitor agent and an associated SDN controller.
Specifically, IoT traffic statistics from the edge are col-
lected and analyzed by the DeepMonitor agent. After-
wards, the agent forms a flow rule match-field change
policy and sends it to the SDN controller to implement
the policy at the edge device’s flow-tables. The same
process is repeated after a certain period, referred to as
a local learning iteration in the remainder of the paper,
to evaluate the policy’s effectiveness and to identify the

optimal policy. This process is referred to as reinforce-
ment learning, and in this study, we develop the DDQN
algorithm to learn the flow rule match-field control.

• Federated deep reinforcement learning for agents: To im-
prove the learning performance of the DDQN algorithm at
DeepMonitor agents, a federated learning algorithm is de-
veloped. Specifically, the DDQN algorithm at each agent
is first trained by its collected data set for a predetermined
time period due to the online learning process. Then,
for the next federated learning round, the agent uploads
its local parameter update to the aggregation server and
receives the global parameter disperse. This learning loop
is repeated until the DDQN algorithm converges. More
details are provided in Section V.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first study details of a flow rule match-
field control system for each SDN-based IoT edge node
utilizing the MDP framework. The optimization problem is
then discussed and formulated.

A. System Model

As discussed previously, it is crucial to accurately and
dynamically determine the correct collection of match-fields
in traffic flows of various IoT devices to acquire efficient
traffic monitoring capability in SDN-based IoT networks. Ac-
cordingly, we develop a flow rule match-field control system,
referred to as DeepMonitor agent, residing in an edge device
and consisting of a statistics collector, a control agent, a
database, and a flow rule match-field policy maker, as shown
in Fig. 4. The control agent supervises the operation of flow
rule match-field determination in flow-tables at an SDN-based
IoT edge i. Notably, we design the control mechanism for
single edge node i. Hence, if there are many IoT edges that
need to be supervised, it is feasible to initiate DeepMonitor
agents at these edges to obtain sufficient traffic granularity at
all monitoring points.
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TABLE I
IMPORTANT NOTATION

Notation Definition
N Number of IoT traffic types passing through the edge i
Θ= Required granularity level or number of match-fields in a flow rule
M<0G Maximum number of match-fields in a flow rule
G<0G Maximum number of flow rules in the flow-tables of an edge device
\= Actual current granularity of the particular traffic group n
w= Importance of the particular traffic group n
FC Total number of flow rules in the edge at time step t
f= Total number of flow rules of a particular traffic group n

S,A, R State space, action space, and immediate reward function
sC , aC A state and an action taken by the control agent at time step t
X A collection of all match-field combinations
ΔR= Difference between the gained and required values of a particular traffic group n
W Discount factor

&=4C , &̂=4C Primary Q-network and target Q-network
E, N Replay memory pool and memory buffer size
4C An experience in E

q, q<0G An episode and maximum number of episodes in the training phase
\q , \−

q
Weight parameters of &=4C and &̂=4C at episode q

C Number of time steps after which the target network is replaced by the primary network
T Number of time steps in an episode
m Number of participating DeepMonitor agents
T Number of federated learning rounds
D Set of local data sets

w0
�

Initial global parameters
[ Learning rate of the federated learning

wg+1
8

, wg+1
�

Local update and global update at the learning round i

Fig. 4. Reinforcement learning-based model of DeepMonitor agent.

According to a recent survey [40], IoT traffic is hetero-
geneous from a macro perspective but group-specific from
the local network perspective. Concretely, IoT devices serving
different applications can be individually connected in separate
virtual local area networks (VLANs), which can be supervised
at the edge of the IoT networks, i.e., the SDN-based IoT
edge i, because VLAN ID is one of the match-fields in a
flow rule. Generally, we first assume that there exist N IoT
traffic types passing through edge i. For each traffic group, the
required granularity for monitoring purposes, i.e., the number
of match-fields in a flow rule, is denoted by Θ= (= ∈ N ),
where 0 < Θ= ≤ M<0G and M<0G is the maximum number
of match-fields in a flow rule. Specifically, the control agent
must maintain at least a certain amount of information, i.e.,
a significant number of match-fields in a flow rule, to ensure
the operation of the network monitoring application. Initially,

the control agent implements a policy to move the flow rule
match-field strategy of specific traffic groups into the edge via
the SDN controller. To perform a flow rule match-field scheme
change, the SDN controller sends 5 ;>F <>3 messages to the
edge to delete all existing flow rules related to the traffic group
and to install flow rules with the new match-field combination
in the flow-tables of the edge. Afterwards, on the basis of
the collected statistical data, the control agent estimates the
effectiveness of the executed policy, i.e., the traffic granularity
degree of all traffic groups in the edge, in comparison to
the Θ= value (first constraint in (1)) and the limit of flow-
tables of the edge device (second constraint in (1)), denoted
as G<0G . These processes are repeated to explore new policies
and observations. Accordingly, we can formulate the objective
function of the control system as follows:

max
C

N∑
==1

w=\=, s.t.


0 < Θ= ≤ \= ≤M<0G , ∀= ∈ N ,
0 ≤ FC < G<0G ,∑N
==1 w= = 1,

(1)

where \= and w= are the actual current granularity and the
importance of the particular traffic group n, respectively; and
FC represents the total number of flow rules in the edge at
time step t. Specifically, the value of \= is calculated as

\= =

∑ 5=
5 =1M 5

5=
, (2)

where 5= ( 5= ≤ G<0G) is the total number of flow rules of
traffic group n at the flow-tables of the edge and M 5 is the
number of match-fields in a flow rule f.

Theoretically, by trying to perform more changes in the
match-fields of flow rules at the edge’s flow-tables, the control
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agent might get closer to its objectives. Nevertheless, it be-
comes challenging to discover an optimal flow rule match-field
policy in SDN-based IoT networks due to the heterogeneity
and scalability [15], [41].

B. Problem Formulation

To maximize the granularity degree of the traffic of all
N traffic groups at the SDN-based IoT edge, we develop
an MDP framework [42] with the DeepMonitor system, as
exhibited in Fig. 4. This framework enables the DeepMonitor
system to dynamically implement optimal actions based on its
observations to maximize its average long-term reward. The
MDP is defined by a tuple < S,A,R >, where S signifies the
state space, A expresses the action space, and R represents
the immediate reward function.

State Space: As aforementioned, from the perspective of
each local network, there exist N traffic groups transferring
traffic through the edge [40]. In this paper, we aim to maximize
the total traffic granularity levels of all groups. Then, the state
space of the edge can be defined as follows:

S , {((\1, 51), ..., (\=, 5=), ..., (\N , 5N))}, (3)

where \= (\= ≤ M<0G) and 5= ( 5= ≤ G<0G) represent the
actual current granularity levels and the total number of
flow rules of the traffic group n, respectively. The reason
for selecting 5= is that a higher number of flow rules en-
tails a greater number of match-fields in a flow rule of
the traffic group. Thus, the state of the system is s =
((\1, 51), ..., (\=, 5=), ..., (\N , 5N)).

Action Space: Recall the objective function in (1); one of
the prerequisites is to always keep all \= values greater than or
equal to their corresponding Θ= values. Thus, the control agent
should quickly take actions whenever \= does not satisfy this
requirement. However, the main objective is to maximize the
total actual traffic granularity; hence, the control agent should
perform actions even in the case that all \= values meet the
prerequisites. Moreover, the strategy is to implement actions
for only the traffic group with the lowest \= value at a time
step because changing the flow rule match-field strategies of all
groups simultaneously can lead to a significant variation in the
flow-tables of the edge and more latency for communications
due to table-miss events by the new match-field combinations
that generate packet in messages to the control plane [35].
X = {G1, G2, ..., G: } depicts a collection of all match-

field combinations, e.g., G: = <“matchTcpUdpPorts”,
“matchIpv4Address”,...> defined in the Reactive Forwarding
application of the ONOS [36]. Therefore, the action space
for changing the flow rule match-field tactic in the edge is
determined by

A , {0 : 0 ∈ X} . (4)

Note that if the chosen action is the same as the current action
of the selected traffic group, the control agent goes into sleep
mode and waits for the next state observation.

Immediate Reward Function: Whenever, by performing an
action, the total number of flow rules FC in the edge reaches the
limit G<0G , which can lead to either forwarding performance

degradation of the edge [22] or a packet in flood to the
SDN controller [35], the control agent should be immensely
punished. By contrast, the more match-fields in a flow rule of
a group, the higher the granularity degree the group provides.
In addition, if there exists a group gaining \= < Θ=, a small
punishment is applied to penalize the immediate reward of the
control agent; the punishment is calculated as the difference
between the gained \= and required Θ= values, ΔR= =Θ=−\=,
for group n. Accordingly, we establish the immediate reward
function for the control agent as the total gained granularity
values minus the total punishments for groups not meeting
their requirements, which is represented as follows:

R(B, 0) =


∑N
==1 w=\=, if \= ≥ Θ=, ∀= ∈ N and FC < G<0G ,∑N
==1 w= (\= −ΔR= ), if \= < Θ= and FC < G<0G ,
−M<0G , if FC = G<0G ,

(5)

where FC is the current total number of flow rules in the edge
and M<0G is the maximum number of match-fields in a flow
rule.

C. Optimization Formulation

We formulate an optimization problem to achieve the op-
timal policy, referred to as c∗ (B), that maximizes the control
system’s average long-term reward, i.e., the traffic granularity
degree of all groups at the edge. Thus, the optimization
problem is defined as

max
c

ℜ(c) =
∞∑
C=1
E(R(BC , c(BC ))),

s.t.


R ∈ R, BC ∈ S, c(BC ) ∈ A,
0 < Θ= ≤ \= ≤M<0G , ∀= ∈ N ,
FC < G<0G ,∑N
==1 w= = 1.0,

(6)

where ℜ(c) and R(BC , c(BC )) represent the average reward
function and the immediate reward function obtained by the
control agent under policy c at time step t, respectively.

IV. EFFICIENT TRAFFIC MONITORING WITH DOUBLE
DEEP Q-NETWORK

AT THE EDGE LAYER IN SDN-BASED IOT NETWORKS

In this section, we first illustrate the application of the Q-
learning algorithm to solve the optimization problem in (6).
However, due to a prolonged learning convergence perfor-
mance of the Q-learning, we then introduce a deep reinforce-
ment learning technique to obtain the optimal policy quickly.

A. Q-Learning Based Flow Rule Match-Field Control

In this section, we first propose the Q-learning algorithm
to solve the optimization problem in (6). In particular, the
Q-learning algorithm [42] utilizes a Q-table to store all state-
action pairs in the considered environment. The Q-learning
control agent is able to learn from its decisions at each time
step or iteration, and the learning algorithm can converge to
the optimal control policy c∗ (B) after a certain number of
time steps [42]. Specifically, the expected return for the control
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Algorithm 1 Q-Learning-Based Flow Rule Match-Field Con-
trol Algorithm

1: Inputs: For a state-action pair (s,a) ∀B ∈ S, 0 ∈ A,
arbitrarily initialize a Q-table entry; initialize values of
U, W, n , and ) (terminal condition in an episode).

2: for episode q ∈ {1,2, ..., q<0G} do
3: for C ∈ {1,2, ...,)} do
4: Given current state BC .
5: Perform action 0C according to the n policy.
6: Obtain a new state BC+1 and calculate an immediate

reward R.
7: Update the Q-table entry for Q(BC ,0C ) by

&C+1 (BC , 0C ) =&C (BC , 0C ) +U[R(BC , 0C )
+Wmax

0
&C (BC+1, 0C+1) −&C (BC , 0C )], (7)

8: Update BC ←− BC+1.
9: Go to the next episode if C = ) .

10: end for
11: end for
12: Outputs c∗ (B) = argmax0&∗ (B, 0).

agent of state s under policy c is represented as oc (B) :S −→
R, which is determined as follows:

oc (B) = Ec

[ ∞∑
C=0
WR(BC , 0C ) |BC = B

]
= Ec [R(BC , 0C ) +Woc (BC+1) |BC = B] ,∀B ∈ S,

(8)

where W ∈[0, 1] is a discount factor that represents the
importance of the long-term reward [42]. To find the optimal
policy c∗ (B), the optimal action at a given state can be obtained
using the following optimal value function:

o∗ (B) =max
0
{Ec [R(BC , 0C ) +Woc (BC+1) |BC = B]} ,∀B ∈ S. (9)

Thus, for all state-action (s,a) pairs, the optimal Q-functions
are

&∗ (B, 0) , R(BC , 0C ) +WEc [oc (BC+1)] ,∀B ∈ S. (10)

Then, the optimal value function o∗ (B) can be referred to as
o∗ (B) =max0 {&∗ (B, 0)}. By performing different actions a on
the controlled environment, the optimal Q-function value for
all state-action (s,a) pairs can be achieved. Concretely, the Q-
function is updated in each iteration by

&C+1 (BC , 0C ) =&C (BC , 0C ) +U[R(BC , 0C )
+Wmax

0
&C (BC+1, 0C+1) −&C (BC , 0C )], (11)

where BC ∈ S, 0C ∈ A, &C (BC , 0C ) is the Q-value for a state-
action pair (BC , 0C ), R(BC , 0C ) represents the immediate reward
derived from the gateway at time step t, W ∈[0, 1] is the
discount factor and U ∈[0,1] is the learning rate. Furthermore,
to relieve the exploration and exploitation that have an im-
mediate influence on the convergence rate of any learning
algorithm, the n-greedy mechanism [42] is employed. In the
learning period, the Q-learning control agent initializes a Q-
table to store all state-action pairs and subsequently updates it

by applying (11). Accordingly, the agent can obtain a trained
Q-table.

Algorithm 1 presents the implementation details of the
Q-learning based flow rule match-field control algorithm.
According to [43], the Q-learning algorithm can obtain the
optimal policy in a sufficient period of learning in the case that
the state space and action space are well-bounded. However,
the MDP model under consideration has billions of states
based on combinations among N traffic groups, as illustrated
in (3), leading to a very slow convergence rate [43]. To address
this issue, in the following, we develop a DDQN-based flow
rule match-field control algorithm to obtain the optimal policy
for the control agent quickly, thereby efficiently producing the
maximum granularity level for IoT traffic monitoring tasks.

B. Double Deep Q-Network-Based Flow Rule Match-Field
Control

In this section, we propose the DDQN algorithm [27] to
solve the slow convergence problem discussed earlier. Specif-
ically, the DDQN algorithm utilizes a deep neural network as
a nonlinear function approximator. In the DDQN algorithm,
an action is chosen according to a primary neural network
&=4C , and a target neural network &̂=4C is applied to evaluate
the target Q-value of the implemented action, as exhibited
in Fig. 5. According to the outcomes in [26], the control
agent performance can vary significantly whenever a nonlinear
function approximator is applied because a small variation in
Q-values can immensely influence the policy in the learning
period. Accordingly, in the DeepMonitor control system, the
data distribution and the relationships between the current
and the target Q-values can be diversified. To address this
weakness, we implement an experience replay scheme and a
target Q-network.

Experience replay mechanism: We define a replay memory
pool E to store the control agent’s experience at each time
step, 4C = [BC , 0C ,R(BC , 0C ), BC+1], over many episodes, and
E = {41, ..., 4C }. Through the learning process, the collected
samples of experience from E or a minibatch of experiences
* (") is selected at random to update the neural networks.
This strategy can achieve high data efficiency because the
neural networks can be trained several times by the same ex-
perience. Furthermore, the randomizing method eliminates the
correlations between the observed samples, thereby reducing
the variance of the neural network updates.

Target Q-network: The Q-values are corrected, leading to
uncertainties in the value calculations during the learning
period, which destabilizes the learning algorithm. Hereafter,
to improve the stability of the learning algorithm with neural
networks, a separate network &̂=4C (target Q-network) is ap-
plied to produce the target Q-values for the primary Q-network
&=4C . More accurately, &=4C is cloned, and &̂=4C is replaced by
the cloned &=4C after � time steps. This modification addresses
divergence, thereby stabilizing the learning algorithm.

Algorithm 2 presents the details of the learning DDQN algo-
rithm applied for the DeepMonitor control agent. In particular,
for an episode, the control agent takes an action following the
n-greedy policy and then observes a new state and calculates
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Fig. 5. Double deep Q-network-based model of a DeepMonitor agent at the edge.

Algorithm 2 Double Deep Q-Network-Based Flow Rule
Match-Field Control Algorithm

1: Initialize replay memory E with buffer size N.
2: Initialize the primary Q-network &=4C with arbitrary

weights \.
3: Initialize the target Q-network &̂=4C with arbitrary weights
\− = \.

4: � is the target Q-network replacement frequency, and )
is the terminal step in an episode.

5: for episode q ∈ {1,2, ..., q<0G} do
6: for C ∈ {1,2, ...,)} do
7: Select a random action 0C with probability n ;

otherwise, (with probability 1 − n) select 0C =

argmax0∈A&∗ (BC , 0C ;\).
8: Perform action 0C at the edge, observe a new state

BC+1 and calculate an immediate reward R(BC , 0C ).
9: Store experience 4C = (BC , 0C ,R(BC , 0C ), BC+1) in E and

replace BC by BC+1.
10: Sample random minibatch of experience

(B 9 , 0 9 ,R(B 9 , 0 9 ), B 9+1) from E, and for
all 4 9 ∈ * ("), calculate H 9 = R(B 9 , 0 9 ) +
W&̂=4C

(
B 9+1,argmax0 9+1∈A&=4C (B 9+1, 0 9+1;\q);\−q

)
.

11: Execute a gradient descent step on(
H 9 −&=4C (B 9 , 0 9 ;\q)

)2 with respect to \q .
12: Replace &̂=4C ←&=4C every � time steps.
13: Go to next episode if C = ) .
14: end for
15: end for

an immediate reward. Then, the experience is stored in the E
for training in the next episodes. During the learning process,
the control agent takes a minibatch of experience at random
to update the &=4C by minimizing the following loss function.

!q (\q) = E4 9 ∈* (" ) [(R(B 9 , 0 9 )
+W&̂=4C (B 9+1,argmax

0 9+1
&=4C (B 9+1, 0 9+1;\q);\−q)

−&=4C (B 9 , 0 9 ;\q))2],

(12)

Fig. 6. Overall workflow of the federated deep reinforcement learning
solution.

where W is the discount factor, \q is the weight parameters of
&=4C , and \−

q
is the weight parameters of &̂=4C .

A primary innovation in [26] is to freeze the parameters
of &̂=4C for � time steps while updating &=4C via stochastic
gradient descent, which enhances the stability of the algorithm.
Likewise, we differentiate the loss function in (12) with respect
to the weight parameters of &=4C and &̂=4C ; then, we can derive
the gradient update as follows:

∇\q!q (\q) = E4 9 ∈* (" ) [(R(B 9 , 0 9 )
+W&̂=4C (B 9+1,argmax

0 9+1
&=4C (B 9+1, 0 9+1;\q);\−q)

−&=4C (B 9 , 0 9 ;\q))∇\q&=4C (B 9 , 0 9 ;\q)] .
(13)

Instead of calculating the expectation in (13), the loss function
in (12) can be minimized by the stochastic gradient descent
algorithm [44]. Furthermore, the learning of the DDQN al-
gorithm continues by updating the neural network parameters
using prior experience in an online manner.
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V. FEDERATED DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING-BASED
IOT TRAFFIC MONITORING

As stated in [26], [27], DDQN training from scratch usually
requires a large amount of data and considerable computing
resources to find the optimal policy efficiently. In addition,
sensitive data can be endangered, e.g., industrial deployments,
if the data set is shared among DDQN agents, and significant
effort is required to transfer shared data sets among agents
due to the communication costs [45]. Furthermore, if there is
a newly deployed edge in the IoT network, it can significantly
benefit from knowledge transferred from other edge nodes.
Therefore, we propose a federated deep reinforcement learning
solution to enhance the learning performance of the DDQN al-
gorithm at DeepMonitor agents. Specifically, federated agents
collaboratively learn a shared predictive model without sharing
the training data set through many learning rounds.

A. Federated Deep Reinforcement Learning-Based IoT Traffic
Monitoring Algorithm

The workflow of the federated deep reinforcement learning
is shown in Fig. 6. In each learning round, the aggregation
server sends a global model (global update) to all DeepMonitor
agents, and in the first learning round, the initial global
parameters F0

�
of the DDQN algorithm, e.g., the number of

epochs of parallel training and neural network weights (\−

and \ from Algorithm 2), are dispersed together. When each
DeepMonitor agent receives the updated global model, it trains
this model (local model training) based on its local obtained
experience. After a period of time, the agent uploads the new
trained model (local update) to the aggregation server and then
obtains an updated global model for the next learning round.
This process is repeated until the global loss function from the
local updates is minimized [45].

Algorithm 3 Federated Deep Reinforcement Learning-Based
IoT Traffic Monitoring Algorithm

1: m is the number of participating DeepMonitor agents.
2: T is the number of federated learning rounds.
3: w0

�
is the initial global parameters, and the learning rate

is [.
4: Aggregation Server disperses w0

�
to m agents.

5: for g ∈ {1,2, ...,T } do
6: for 8 ∈ {1,2, ...,<} do
7: Agent i computes its local update.
8: Set wg+1

8
= wg

8
−[∇L8 (wg

8
).

9: Send wg+1
8

to Aggregation Server.
10: end for
11: Aggregation Server receives wg+1

8
from each agent i.

12: Update global model using

wg+1
� =

∑<
8=1�8w

g+1
8

D . (14)

13: Disperse wg+1
�

to all agents.
14: end for

The proposed federated deep reinforcement learning scheme
for traffic monitoring is formally described as follows. We con-
sider a traffic monitoring system consisting of an aggregation

server and m DeepMonitor agents with a set of local data
sets D = {�1, �2, ..., �8 , ..., �<}. Each �8 contains a set of
experiences 4C (see Experience replay mechanism in Section
IV-B). For a DeepMonitor agent i in round g in the federated
learning process, the aim is to find the objective parameter wg

8

that minimizes the loss function

L8 (wg
8 ) = !8 (\8), (15)

where !8 (\8) is the loss function derived from (12), \8 is the
current weight parameters of the &=4C , and the local problem
at agent i is defined as

wg
8 = argmin

wg
8

L8
(
wg
8

)
. (16)

Then, the global loss function is formulated as

L(wg
�) =

∑<
8=1�8L8 (wg

8
)

D , (17)

where D =
∑<
8=1�8 and the learning problem is now to find

w∗ = argmin
wg
�

L(wg
�). (18)

Due to the complexity of the local problem in (16), we
adopt a gradient descent algorithm [46] to obtain the solution.
Specifically, for round g > 0, each DeepMonitor agent i
calculates the parameters wg+1

8
using the update rule as follows

wg+1
8 = wg

8 −[∇L8 (wg
8 ), (19)

where [ ≥ 0 represents the learning rate. Then, the global
parameters wg+1

�
are updated at the aggregation server as

wg+1
� =

∑<
8=1�8w

g+1
8

D . (20)

The updated global parameters wg+1
�

are used for the next
round of training at the DeepMonitor agents. Algorithm 3
provides details of the proposed federated deep reinforcement
learning-based solution used in the DeepMonitor framework.

B. Convergence Analysis

To evaluate the convergence performance of Algorithm 3,
we can make the following assumptions considering the loss
function, which is similar to [47].

Assumption 1. For all participants i:
1) L8 (w) is convex;
2) L8 (w) is L-smooth; that is, L8 (w

′) ≤ L8 (w) +∇L8 (w) ·
(w′ −w) + !2 ‖ w′ −w ‖2.

According to [47], Assumption 1 assures the utility of linear
regression and the rules of updates in federated learning;
hence, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. L(w) is convex and L-smooth.

Proof. Straightforwardly from Assumption 1, in line with the
definition of convex, L(w) is the finite-sum formation of
L8 (w), and it is a triangle inequality. �

Theorem 1. Given that L(w) is L-smooth and `-strong, let
`g = 1/! and w∗ = argminwL(w), where w∗ is the optimal
solution; therefore, we have
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‖ wg −w∗ ‖≤
(
1− `

!

) g ‖ w1−w∗ ‖, (21)

where $ (s) = !
`

log( ‖w1−w∗ ‖
s
) is referred to as the gradient

dispersion, which represents how the parameters w� are
dispersed to each participant.

Proof. Please see Appendix A. �

We can derive the convergence in expectation as follows[
L(wg) −L(w∗)

]
≤ sg

[
Δg

(
L(w∗)

) ]
. (22)

Therefore, L(w) is proved to be bounded as Δg
(
L(w∗)

)
=

L(w1) −L(w∗). In other words, our proposed federated learn-
ing approach can converge after a certain number of learning
rounds.

C. Computational Complexity Analysis

In this study, we implement a deep reinforcement learning
algorithm, i.e., DDQN, that applies deep neural networks to
solve our optimization problem at each SDN-based IoT edge
device. Nevertheless, substantial CPU and GPU resources are
generally needed to operate deep learning-based algorithms,
especially for complex problems with many constraints that
usually require multiple hidden neural network layers. There-
fore, the computational complexity should be considered to
guarantee the practical deployment of the proposed algorithms.
Specifically, the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is
bounded by O

(
q<0GT(|S|2 × |A|)

)
. According to [48], the

computational complexity of a deep neural network at each
time step in the training process is calculated as O(S8=N;
+

∑Z−1
;=1 N;N;+1), where Z , S8= and N; represent the num-

ber of training layers, the input layer size, and the num-
ber of neurons in the l-th layer, respectively. Moreover, for
T time steps in each training episode and q<0G episodes
until convergence, the total computational complexity of a
deep neural network in the training phase is expressed as
O(q<0GT(S8=N; +

∑Z−1
;=1 N;N;+1)). In addition, with a replay

memory buffer size N, the computational complexity of a
classic DDQN algorithm is formulated as O(2|S|2 × |A| +
log2N) [27], [48]. Thus, the total computational complexity of
Algorithm 2 is O

(
q<0GT(S8=N; +

∑Z−1
;=1 N;N;+1) + 2|S|2× |A|

+ log2N
)
. For each learning round in Algorithm 3, an agent i

computes its local update on a data set �8 with computational
complexity O

(
|�8 |(S8=N; +

∑Z−1
;=1 N;N;+1) + 2|�8 |2 + log2N

)
.

Hence, the total computational complexity of Algorithm 3 is
O

(
T (m|w8 |(|�8 |(S8=N; +

∑Z−1
;=1 N;N;+1) + 2|�8 |2 + log2N) +

|w� |)
)
.

Recently, the authors in [49] proposed a novel method,
namely, network compression, which can reduce the CPU and
storage requirements of neural networks by a factor of 10.
In addition, the obtained results show that the deep learning
algorithms can be efficiently deployed on standard platforms
from Intel, Qualcomm, and NVidia, without requiring special
hardware or software. In this work, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm
3 follow common settings for deep neural networks [26], [27],
as discussed previously; therefore, our proposed DeepMonitor
framework can easily be implemented in practice.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

In this work, a federated deep reinforcement learning
scheme for traffic monitoring is developed to improve the
learning performance of DeepMonitor agents in a decen-
tralized manner. Therefore, for the DeepMonitor framework
evaluation, we utilize MaxiNet to emulate a distributed SDN-
based IoT network consisting of three hierarchical enterprises.
Each network contains six access OvSes (Open vSwitch)
running as SDN-based IoT edge devices and several container-
based hosts (24 hosts/OvS) as IoT devices, and it is under
the control of an ONOS SDN controller (v.1.3) [36]. The
emulation runs on three machines with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
7700 CPUs with a clock speed of 3.60 GHz, 64 GB RAM
memory, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti. The aggregation
server is on a separate physical machine connected to three
enterprise networks.

B. Parameter Setting

Concerning the configurations of the DDQN algorithm,
we apply the common settings of neural networks [26]. In
particular, two fully connected hidden layers are implemented
with input and output layers (see Fig. 5), the size of the
output layer is 10 (which indicates 10 flow rule match-field
strategies), and the activation function is rectified linear unit
(ReLU). The mini-batch size is 32, the replay memory E
holds a size N of 10000, and the target Q-network replacement
frequency � is 1000 iterations. In the learning process of the
Q-learning and DDQN algorithms, the n-greedy algorithm is
employed with an initial value of 1.0 and final value of 0.1
[26], [50], the duration of a local learning iteration t is 10
seconds, and the maximum number of iterations in an episode
) is 100. For the configurations of the federated DDQN,
the number of participants m is 18, the learning rate [ is
0.6, and the number of federated learning rounds T is 200.
Furthermore, we conduct experiments utilizing TensorFlow
Federated [51] to evaluate the DeepMonitor system under
various parameter settings, as mentioned above.

Similar to [22], the number of flow rules that an OvS can
handle in an emulation environment is set to 3000, and if
there are more incoming packets that request new flow rule
installations, e.g., a DoS/DDoS attack, while the buffer is fully
occupied, the OvS’s operation can become suspended after a
short time period. Hence, we set G<0G = 3000. Note that we
perform experiments with 10 different flow rule match-field
combinations and 11 standard match-fields provided by the
ONOS controller [36], so |X| = 10 and M<0G = 11.

Although various IoT traffic groups exist, we previously
discussed the traffic groups from the perspective of local
networks [40] in Section III; thus, we can generalize three
common traffic groups:
• Sensor traffic: IoT sensor devices produce traffic in a

certain period with a low number of packets per flow.
• Monitor traffic: This traffic group is regularly recognized

as real-time IoT applications, which can be distinguished
by a small number of flows and a considerable number
of packets per flow.
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• Alarm traffic: This traffic group is not plainly defined
because alarm IoT devices generate traffic flows only
when an unusual event occurs. Consequently, we assume
that this traffic group has moderate values of both the
number of flows and packets per flow.

Moreover, Hping3 tool [52] is installed at the container-based
hosts to randomly generate TCP/UDP traffic flows according
to the characteristics of these traffic groups, thereby generating
a highly dynamic traffic load in the emulation.

The above classification indicates that N = {B4=B>A,
<>=8C>A, 0;0A<}, and experiments are performed with three
settings of required granularity levels, as follows:
• Medium: ΘB4=B>A = Θ<>=8C>A = Θ0;0A< = 5.0.
• Diverse: ΘB4=B>A = 3.0, Θ<>=8C>A = 6.0, Θ0;0A< = 9.0.
• High: ΘB4=B>A = Θ<>=8C>A = Θ0;0A< = 9.0.

In addition, the importance of individual traffic groups is set
equally, i.e., wB4=B>A = w<>=8C>A = w0;0A< = 1/3.

C. Benchmark Solutions

Regarding the provision of traffic monitoring capability
in SDN-based IoT networks, the DeepMonitor framework’s
performance is evaluated by comparison with a recent solution,
i.e., FlowStat [20], and the typical flow matching by ONOS
[36]. In FlowStat, the authors present a flow-rule placement
solution to select an SDN switch in the traffic flow path
to place an exact-match flow rule that contains all available
match-fields. Meanwhile, the source IP address and destination
IP address are included in the match-fields of the flow rules
at switches that are not selected. Accordingly, by observing at
an SDN switch, the FlowStat forms two types of match-field
combinations in flow rules, i.e., exact-match and (source IP
address, destination IP address). For ease of understanding,
we assume that the SDN controller randomly selects and
installs these two match-field combinations in the match-fields
of the flow rules in an SDN-based IoT edge. The default flow
matching strategy provided by ONOS contains six match-fields
in a flow rule, i.e., source and destination MAC addresses,
source and destination IP addresses, and source and destination
layer-4 ports. In contrast to these existing approaches, each
DeepMonitor agent considers the current state of an SDN-
based IoT edge on the basis of six parameters (as shown in (3))
with our settings above, and it can flexibly switch between 10
match-field combinations to maximize the traffic granularity
while avoiding the overflow at the flow-tables of the edge.

D. Performance Analysis

1) Convergence of reinforcement learning algorithms: We
first present the learning process of reinforcement learning al-
gorithms at a particular DeepMonitor agent (Agent1) applying
the standalone6 Q-learning, the standalone DDQN, and our
proposed federated DDQN. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the average
immediate reward value for every 1,000 iterations is calculated
during the training period of Agent1 that supervises edge
OvS1. Clearly, the convergence performance of the federated

6The learning algorithm is trained with data sets collected by the Agent1.

DDQN is better than that of the standalone DDQN and signif-
icantly better than that of the standalone Q-learning algorithm.
In particular, with the Medium setting, the federated DDQN
algorithm requires only 30,000 iterations to obtain the average
reward value of 8.0; meanwhile, it requires approximately
120,000 iterations to achieve the same performance in the
case of the standalone DDQN. Moreover, the federated DDQN
algorithm needs only around 40,000 and 50,000 iterations to
achieve that average value in the Diverse and High settings,
respectively. A higher required degree of traffic granularity
demands actions that provide a higher number of match-
fields in a flow rule. As a result, this scenario leads to a
higher probability of overflowing the edge (i.e., more flow
rules installed) and to a severer punishment for the control
agent w.r.t. the immediate reward. Both the federated and the
standalone DDQN algorithms converge and achieve a similar
average reward at the end of training.

On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 7, the standalone Q-
learning algorithm could not achieve the optimal policy com-
pared to that obtained by the federated and the standalone
DDQN algorithms for all settings. The MDP model under
consideration has billions of states (as can be observed in (3));
thus, after two hundred thousand iterations, the Q-learning
algorithm cannot attain results as good as those obtained by the
DDQN algorithms. Especially in the case of the High setting
(see Fig. 7 (c)), the Q-learning-based control agent is more
likely to overflow the edge (the maximum number of flow
rules is reached but the edge remains operational) to achieve
the higher required granularity level, producing a lower range
of the average immediate reward value compared with that in
the Medium and Diverse settings.

In summary, by applying the federated DDQN algorithm,
a DeepMonitor agent can quickly obtain the optimal flow
rule match-field control policy to provide the maximum traffic
granularity degree for all traffic groups, in comparison with the
standalone DDQN and Q-learning.

2) Federated deep reinforcement learning performance:
Next, we evaluate the learning performance of the DDQN
algorithm at DeepMonitor agents by comparing the pro-
posed federated learning-based solution with the traditional
approach, i.e., a centralized DDQN (the algorithm is trained by
data sets collected from all agents). Fig. 8 (a) shows the aver-
age value of the loss function in (12) obtained for every 1,000
iterations (or a federated learning round) with the high required
granularity setting. Specifically, the federated DDQN solution
reduces the learning loss by approximately 66% on average
in the first 70 learning rounds and then achieves the same
loss values as the centralized DDQN approach. In terms of
the learning convergence, Fig. 8 (b) shows the average reward
obtained from the learning algorithm by two different learning
approaches. In particular, the federated DDQN algorithm can
reduce the number of iterations required to obtain the optimal
policy by 20,000 iterations (approximately 40%) compared to
that of the centralized DDQN. This improvement results from
the individual training with local data sets at agents and the
global model update in the federated learning-based method.
In other words, this enhancement indicates that our proposed
federated learning solution in the DeepMonitor framework can
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Fig. 7. Average reward of DeepMonitor Agent1 during the training phase. (a) Medium, (b) Diverse and (c) High required granularity levels.
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Fig. 8. (a) Average loss value and (b) average immediate reward derived from the learning algorithm by two different learning approaches.

efficiently improve the learning performance of the DDQN
algorithm at the agents considering the learning stability and
convergence with much lower learning loss.

3) Reliable provision performance of traffic granularity:
Next, we evaluate our proposed solution by considering the
degree of traffic granularity between three traffic groups in the
testing phase at DeepMonitor Agent1 (the federated DDQN
algorithm already converges). As demonstrated in Fig. 9 (a),
(b) and (c), all traffic groups applying the federated DDQN-
based solution outperform those of FlowStat and of typical
flow matching by ONOS considering the average number of
match-fields in a flow rule (extracted every 10 iterations).
Specifically, for the Medium and Diverse settings, the feder-
ated DDQN-based solution allows flow rules in the flow-tables
of the edge to carry a considerable number of match-fields that
is approximately 37% higher than that of FlowStat, and these
levels fully satisfy the prerequisites (red dashed lines). This
is because the federated DDQN-based control agent is likely
to change between many flow rule match-field combinations,
which can provide a higher number of match-fields while
preventing the flow-table overflow problem. Meanwhile, the
FlowStat mechanism performs changes in only two flow rule
match-field schemes, as mentioned earlier, leading to a lower
average number match-fields in a flow rule during the testing.

For the High case, due to a very high precondition of
granularity (Θ=9.0), the federated DDQN-based control agent
tries to maximize the actual granularity for all traffic groups
equally. Therefore, it cannot guarantee that the requirements
are satisfied all the time because of highly dynamic traffic

behavior, but overall, it maintains a significant total degree of
the gained granularity, which is increased by roughly 41.9%
compared with that obtained by FlowStat. For the typical
flow matching by ONOS, the flow-tables of the OvS become
overflowed after a few iterations due to the highly dynamic
incoming traffic, thereby suspending the operation of the OvS
and being unable to provide the traffic flow statistics mea-
surement. To sum up, the DeepMonitor outperforms FlowStat
and typical flow matching by ONOS in providing fine-grained
traffic monitoring capability for all IoT traffic groups.

4) Flow-table overflow avoidance at the edges: As afore-
mentioned, the flow-table overflow avoidance ability is con-
sidered an essential criterion of the DeepMonitor framework.
Thus, we observe the flow-table overflow events caused by
three different solutions during the testing phase under the
High setting. Through the ONOS terminal, an error message,
i.e., 5 ;>F <>3 5 08;43 [13], stemming from any of the SDN-
based IoT edges indicates a table-full event at the edge.
The obtained results show that no overflow problems are
observed at all edges when applying the federated DDQN-
based control agent because the federated DDQN algorithm
can effectively find the optimal flow rule match-field policy
depending on the current state of an edge concerning the
actual traffic granularity of different traffic groups. Similarly,
by randomly changing between the two flow rule match-
field policies mentioned earlier, FlowStat can avoid flow-table
overflows at all edges. Meanwhile, the default behavior of
the ONOS controller makes the edges become overflowed
after a few iterations if the incoming packet rate is 300
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Fig. 9. Average number of match-fields in a flow rule of DeepMonitor Agent1 during the testing phase with different required granularity levels.

unique packets/second for more than 10 seconds, and the edge
operation is suspended if this packet rate continues for a longer
time (see Fig. 9). Consequently, the federated DDQN-based
solution can completely circumvent the flow-table overflow at
the SDN-based IoT edges and is superior to the standard flow
matching by ONOS.

5) Impact on network performance: As discussed earlier
in Section III, changes in the flow rule match-field strategies
can have an additional impact on the network controller and
forwarding performance, i.e., a higher number of packet in
messages and significant packet forwarding latency; hence,
we observe these two metrics to evaluate the impact on the
network performance produced by different mechanisms with
different settings of Θ.

Fig. 10 presents the average number of packet in messages
arriving at the ONOS controller for three different required
granularity levels, i.e., Medium, Diverse and High, extracted
every 10 iterations from the OvS1 during the testing period.
Concretely, for all three Θ settings, the federated DDQN-
based control agent can maintain an acceptable packet in
rate that is slightly higher than that in FlowStat; however, it
maximizes the actual traffic granularity levels of three groups
(illustrated in Fig. 9). The reason is that the federated DDQN
algorithm implements the optimal policy that meets the Θ

requirements and simultaneously maintains a fair number of
packet in messages arriving at the ONOS controller, thereby
obtaining a rational number of installed flow rules at the flow-
tables of OvS1. By contrast, in the case of the typical flow
matching by ONOS, there are no packet in messages sent to
the control plane after a few iterations due to the overflow of
the flow-tables at the OvS1, as discussed earlier, which then
suspends the switch’s operation, leading to a massive decrease
in the number of packet in messages for all Θ settings.

With respect to the average latency of packets between
hosts, the results are measured for hosts within OvS1 and
hosts between OvS1 and OvS18. As shown in Fig. 11 (a), the
federated DDQN and the FlowStat solutions obtain a similar
end-to-end delay between hosts in both scenarios. Specifically,
for FlowStat, the change between only two flow rule match-
field strategies, i.e., exact-match and (source IP address and
destination IP address), reduces the communication time be-
tween hosts, on average, because the match-field combination
containing only source IP and destination IP addresses does

not require substantial time to perform the matching process,
leading to less delay for incoming packets. As discussed
earlier, the federated DDQN-based control agent maximizes
all traffic groups’ actual granularity by putting more match-
fields in a flow rule, thereby causing a lower delay than that
of FlowStat. Notably, the typical ONOS flow rule match-
field approach causes the flow-table overflow problem and
OvS operation suspension; therefore, the latency between hosts
cannot be correctly measured.

In conclusion, the DeepMonitor framework can provide
good network performance in terms of the packet in rate at
the SDN control plane and the communication latency between
hosts/IoT devices.

6) Case study on DDoS attack detection: To show the
improvements in the traffic analysis capability provided by the
DeepMonitor framework, we evaluate the anomaly detection
performance of the IDS application based on Self-Organizing
Map7 [53] for a common DDoS attack, i.e., TCP SYN flood8.
To evaluate the attack detection performance, we employ the
following fitness function:

���>( =,�A�A +,�2 �2 +,�04−�0 , (23)

where �A denotes the detection rate, �2 is the accuracy, �0 is
the false alarm rate and ,�A ,,�2 and ,�0 represent weight
values that are equally set to 1/3. Note that a detection system
generally aims to minimize the false alarm rate; thus, it is
represented by 4−�0 , as shown in (23).

In case the network is under a DDoS attack, the flow-tables
of the SDN-based IoT edge will be flooded very quickly if
the controller applies a flow rule match-field scheme with
a high number of match-fields [22], eventually leading to a
packet in flooding attack to the controller [35] and likely
suspension of the control plane operation, i.e., to overload
the Reactive Forwarding application in the ONOS controller
[36]. Similarly, in our experiments with a centralized SDN
controller for each network, if no DDoS mitigation solutions

7The IDS application utilizes the Self-Organizing Map algorithm, which
recognizes the traffic behavior patterns by means of a 6-tuple, as in [53],
namely, the average number of packets per flow, average number of bytes per
flow, average duration per flow, percentage of pair-flows, growth of single-
flows and growth of different ports.

8Attackers attempt to send TCP segments as fast as possible with many
spoofed source IP addresses and TCP ports to the Web servers, resulting in a
huge amount of new flow rules in the SDN-based IoT edge in a short period.
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Fig. 10. Average number of packet in messages arriving at the ONOS controller from Agent1 with different required granularity levels.
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Fig. 11. (a) Latency between hosts in the data plane. (b) TCP SYN DDoS attack detection results.

are deployed, the ONOS controller starts receiving errors and
exceptions [22], [35] promptly due to the enormous number
of arriving packet in messages.

Because the operation of the ONOS controller is suspended
quickly if the typical flow matching by ONOS is applied, mak-
ing the IDS application unable to collect traffic information
from the SDN controller (via REST APIs [36]) and to detect
attacks, no anomaly detection results are obtained. By contrast,
as shown in Fig. 11 (b), the FlowStat and the federated DDQN-
based solutions, frequently change between different flow
rule match-field strategies according to the current network
situation and can provide more detailed information, i.e.,
network traffic flow statistics. Additionally, the two solutions
can protect the SDN controller from a packet in flooding
attack, thereby enabling the IDS application to recognize
the attack presence. As discussed previously, because of the
higher degree of granularity or statistical information, the
federated DDQN-based solutions facilitate the IDS application
to achieve DDoS attack detection performance that is 22.83%,
on average, (derived from (23)) better than that in the case
of FlowStat, as demonstrated in Fig. 11. In conclusion, by
employing the DeepMonitor framework, the network control
plane can provide efficient traffic monitoring capability to
other applications, e.g., cyberattack detection, in SDN-based
IoT networks.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed the DeepMonitor framework
as an efficient traffic monitoring solution in SDN-based IoT

networks, employing the advances of SDN and federated
deep reinforcement learning. In particular, we introduced
the DDQN-based flow rule match-field control algorithm
for supervising a particular IoT edge to achieve efficient
traffic monitoring performance, which is constrained by the
required granularity levels of different traffic groups and by
the maximum flow-table capacity of the edge device. Then,
we proposed the federated deep reinforcement learning-based
IoT traffic monitoring mechanism to improve the learning per-
formance of the above DDQN algorithm. The results obtained
from extensive experiments demonstrated that the proposed
monitoring framework can provide a reliable traffic granularity
level for all groups and significantly mitigate the flow-table
overflow issue at the SDN-based IoT edges. This performance
is increased by approximately 37% (for medium and diverse
required granularity settings) and by 41.9% (for high required
granularity setting) in comparison with that of FlowStat and far
exceeds that achieved by the typical ONOS flow matching. In
addition, the federated DDQN solution can reduce the learning
loss by up to 66% and reduce the number of learning iterations
required to achieve the optimal policy by 40% compared to
the centralized mechanism in the case of the high granularity
requirement. Moreover, for a case study on DDoS attack
detection, the achieved results show that by applying the
federated DDQN algorithm, the DeepMonitor framework can
assist the IDS application to significantly improve the overall
attack detection performance by 22.83% compared with the
FlowStat solution.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

First, we prove the `-strong convexity of L(w). Given
∀w,w′ ∈ R, V ∈ [0,1], and we assume that G := w +w′ , H :=
Vw+ (1+ V)w′ , and ∃V1, V2 ∈ (0,1). According to the Taylor
formula, we have

L(w) = L(H) +∇L(H) (w− H) + 1
2
(w− H)∇2L(r1) (w− H),

(24)
and

L(w′) = L(H) +∇L(H) (w′ − H) + 1
2
(w′ − H)∇2L(r2) (w

′ − H),
(25)

where r1 := H + V1 (w− H) and r2 := H + V2 (w
′ − H). Then, we

can incorporate the two above equations as follows:

VL(w) + (1− V)L(w′) = L(H) + 1
2
V(1− V) (w−w

′)2

×
[
(1− V)∇2L(r1) + V∇2L(r2)

]
.

(26)

Recall the definition of strong convexity; there is a constant
`∗ satisfying

1
2
(w−w

′)
[
(1− V)∇2L(r1) + V∇2L(r2)

]
≥ `∗ ‖ w−w

′ ‖ .
(27)

Then, we can rewrite (26) as follows:

VL(w) + (1− V)L(w′) = L(H) + 1
2
V(1− V) (w−w

′)2

×
[
(1− V)∇2L(r1) + V∇2L(r2)

]
≥ L(H) + `∗V(1− V) ‖ w−w

′ ‖2,
(28)

where `∗ = `

2 . Then, inserting H := Vw + (1 + V)w′ into (28)
proves the `-strong convexity of L(w).

Applying the `-strong convexity of L(w), we have

∇L(w) (w−w∗) ≥ L(w) −L(w∗) +
`

2
‖ w−w∗ ‖2 . (29)

Then, we can obtain the following:

‖ wg+1−w∗ ‖2 =‖ wg −[∇L(wg) −w∗ ‖2

=‖ wg −w∗ ‖2 −2[∇L(wg) (wg −w∗)
+[2 ‖ ∇L(wg) ‖2

≤‖ wg −w∗ ‖2 −2[
(
L(w) −L(w∗)

+ `
2
‖ wg −w∗ ‖2

)
+[2 ‖ ∇L(wg) ‖2 .

(30)

By smoothing L(w), we can obtain the gradient bound as
follows:

L(w∗) ≤ L
(
w− 1

!
∇L(w)

)
≤ L(w)− ‖ ∇L(w) ‖2

+ 1
2!
‖ ∇L(w) ‖2≤ L(w) − 1

2!
‖ ∇L(w) ‖2 .

(31)

Finally, by incorporating (30), (31) is reconstructed as

‖ wg+1−w∗ ‖2 =‖ wg −[∇L(wg) −w∗ ‖2

≤‖ wg −w∗ ‖2 −[` ‖ wg −w∗ ‖2

+2[([!−1) (L(w) −L(w∗))

≤
(
1− `

!

)
‖ wg −w∗ ‖2≤

(
1− `

!

)
‖ Δ∗w ‖2 .

(32)

The proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
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